WHATEVER
THE WEATHER

WECKMAN
QUALITY ROOFS

Over 50 years of Finnish work

WECKMAN STEEL
KNOWS STEEL
STRUCTURES
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Whatever the weather – Weckman

A COMBINATION OF
BLACKSMITH TRADITION
AND MODERN TECHNOLOGY
Weckman represents a steely Finnish
craftsmanship whereby the most durable
roofs, walls, steel-structure storage halls,
load-bearing corrugated sheets and
intermediate floors are created for people’s
safe living. The Weckman craftsmanship
combines the old blacksmith traditions and
a uniquely modern production technology.
Weckman products have been exported
virtually all around the world over the
decades. In addition to Scandinavian
weather, we are familiar with Russian
Siberia, the deserts and mountains of
Tajikistan, the stormy winter of Central
Europe as well as the permafrost and hot
summers of Canada.

www.weckmansteel.fi
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CHALLENGING
THE WILD
NATURE
Weckman Steel is a Finnish family-owned company, whose
craftsmanship as a professional of roof construction and wall
cladding products has been passed on from father to son
over eight generations. We are the biggest Finnish-owned
company specialised in roof steel sheets and related products.
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Whatever the weather – Weckman

PAVING THE WAY
FOR STEELY SUCCESS
Nature has always represented something mysterious and unpredictable, something
wild and difficult to control. Something that people just have to live and cope with
as the sun scorches, frost bites, storms rage, rain lashes and snow whirls.
We at Weckman consider nature’s harsh conditions as a challenge. With determined
and persistent work, we have developed products to meet this challenge.
Craftsmanship, based on long experience, helps us create high-quality solutions
that provide durable shelter so life can be enjoyed in safety. We have carried out this
principle successfully since the mid-18th century, when the first Weckman products
were created as a result of our blacksmith work to tame the wild nature.

www.weckmansteel.fi
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OVER 200
ROOF ALTERNATIVES
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W-1/1064
Weckman offers the widest range of steel roofs
on the market. There are over 200 alternatives
for all kinds of roof construction. A roof’s
durability, ease of care, millimetre-accurate
quality and finished look are a matter of
honour for us – and something you can count
on whatever the weather. Our range includes
tile-effect sheets, standing seam roofs, strips for
machine-seamed roofs, plain profile corrugated
sheets, and load-bearing corrugated sheets.
A wide selection of colours and coatings
guarantees everyone will find their favourite.
Weckman coatings have up to a 20-year
warranty.

Europa

Tile-effect roof sheets with timeless style

W-2/1150

Maxima

The Weckman tile-effect roof sheets emphasise a house’s dignified
look. The new Weckman Europa represents the premium class in steel
roof sheets. Its wave profile deviates from the traditional, creating
timeless style for any roof. The more traditional tile-effect sheets
Weckman Marette, Adeline, Original and Maxima are our customers’
favourites from year to year.

Modern standing seam steel profiles and strips
W-20/990

Adeline

W-45JR/900

Original

Weckman Elegant is a standing seam roof that resembles a
conventional machine-joint roof. A tight lock-seamed structure
guarantees waterproofness and seamless appearance without visible
joints. A hot-galvanised 0.6 mm structural steel together with
ingenious installation solutions, such as a bending at the lower
eaves that ensures rainwater channelling, make Elegant a perfect
roofing package. In honour of standing seam roof traditions, we also
manufacture plain profile strips for machine-seamed roofs.

Sturdy corrugated roof sheets
W-70/900

Marette

Weckman corrugated roof sheets have a traditional steel roof look.
Thanks to their extremely accurate profiling quality, the sheets remain
sturdy and durable. Options include galvanised and paint coatings.
Some of the sheets are available with Weckman anti-condensation
coating and Weckman corrugated light panels.

Load-bearing corrugated sheets
W-130/950

Elegant

W-155/840

Elegant J

Our load-bearing corrugated sheets are safe, CE-marked and subject
to constant quality assurance (VTT Technical Research Centre of
Finland). The sheets are used as roofing sheets or load-bearing
structures in ceilings and intermediate floors in storage halls and
commercial and industrial buildings. The sheets span up to 9 metres.
Thanks to their vast load capacity, the sheets can even be used as
concrete casting moulds. The new W-130/950 profile is the solution
that provides the most bearing, with extreme cost-efficiency.

www.weckmansteel.fi
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FOR PEOPLE
WHO VALUE
SMOOTH LIVING
Weckman provides all you need for high-quality roof construction –
from valley fillers to ridge cappings, eaves flashings and all-inclusive
roof systems. Moreover, Weckman craftsmanship is represented
by impressive corrugated wall sheets for façade cladding, easily
modifiable steel-structure storage halls, and tractor trailers with
an emphasis on user comfort and work safety.
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Roof safety products and rainwater systems
Weckman roof safety products include various ladders, roof
walkways and snow breakers. As an indication of our thorough
work, Weckman roof safety systems are certified in Finland, Sweden,
Norway and Russia.
Weckman rainwater systems finish off a high-quality
roof. Various gutters, gutter pipes and drainpipes ensure that
rainwater is channelled to the right places in a controlled way.
Their consistent look with the Weckman roofs provides the finishing
touch to a stylish home.

Impressive façade claddings
Weckman corrugated wall sheets make for impressive and durable
façade claddings. The sheets are used in warehouses and industrial
and production buildings where attractive, maintenance-free and
cost-effective wall surfaces are needed quickly. Weckman’s hotgalvanised lightweight C and Z purlins are used as secondary support
structures in attic floors and walls.
The innovative HC-45 composite sheet represents a modern
intermediate floor construction and serves both as a concrete casting
mould and as tension reinforcement.

Tailored steel-structure storage halls
and durable tractor trailers
We manufacture tailored steel-structure storage halls for diverse needs.
The product range includes ridge-roofed cold storage halls, insulated
storage halls, single-pitch-roofed storage halls and field shelters. Thanks
to their modifiability, the halls are customisable according to purpose,
with sliding doors or tall and wide door openings, for example.
Our work to tame nature’s harsh conditions started over 250 years ago
and continues today in the manufacture of Weckman tractor trailers. Our
steely craftsmanship ensures that our trailers for versatile transportation
needs endure whatever the weather – from generation to generation.

www.weckmansteel.fi
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THE STORY OF WECKMAN
Weckman’s history goes back to the
mid-18th century, when the first
Weckman products were created as
a result of blacksmith work.

1750

1955

The first heated factory
and cold storage space
were built in 1955.

The Weckman Steel factory in Vierumäki.
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Weckmanin Konepaja Oy was
established in 1962.

In 1978 new production premises with raw
material storage capacity were constructed
for roof and wall sheet production.
Steel roof production in particular grew
strongly, forming an increasingly large part
of the company’s turnover.

Weckman trailers have been exported
to South America, for example.

1962

1971

Export activities started in 1971 with
the exportation of tipping trailers
to Sweden and later to other Nordic
countries and elsewhere Europe.

1978

1981

In 1981 Weckman started
using its first robot in
manufacturing steel parts.
Manufacturing of composite sheets
was started the same year.

The Weckman Steel factory in Iisalmi.

Production of tile-effect roof
sheets started in 1985. Their
popularity has remained high
until today.

1985

In the 1990s and 2000s, the company
carried out several significant
construction projects in its factory
area to expand production and
storage facilities.

1990

2000

Weckman delivers products
ordered by the customer quickly
and reliably with its continuously
improving hauling equipment.

WECKMAN STEEL OY IS
A PART OF THE WECKMAN
GROUP OF COMPANIES

In the 2010s, as demand for
comprehensive services continues to
grow, factory machinery is continuously
being renewed and expanded, enabling
the manufacturing of competitive
products.

2003

Production of the Elegant standing
seam roof, which would become
hugely popular, started in 2003.

2010

2014

The sheet factories of Weckman Steel Oy are located
in Vierumäki and Iisalmi, and the company exports to
nearly 20 countries. Weckman Steel Oy administers the
international Weckman group of companies, which consists
of AS ESCO Weckman Estonia and Levypyörä Oy,
a manufacturer of industrial steel wheels. The joint
ventures of the Group are Weckman Steel S.R.O in the
Czech Republic, Friedrich von Lien AG in Germany, and
Orima-Tuote Oy, a Finnish manufacturer of roof safety
products and rainwater systems.

Weckman Steel Oy is
to open a new W-130 line.

www.weckmansteel.fi
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Härkäläntie 72
FI-19110 VIERUMÄKI
Tel. +358 3 888 70
Fax +358 3 718 7839
Muovikatu 12
FI-74120 IISALMI
Tel. +358 17 820 3311
Fax +358 17 814 493

www.weckmansteel.fi
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